**Training and MUM**

The MUM in Chicago is over - this time we had a record number of Distributor demo tables (14), also we had about 200 visitors, also a new record for the MUM in USA!

The MUM in **Indonesia** is approaching, make sure to register now while the special Hotel Room price (US$70) still lasts, and also - so we can make an appropriate number of free T-shirts.

As usual, there will be a MikroTik training before the MUM - your chance to get officially certified. Don’t miss this chance in your region, as the special Training price starts at US$345.- (US$495.- with a RouterBOARD included).

See [http://training.mikrotik.com](http://training.mikrotik.com)

**RouterOS MLPPP**

There is now Multilink PPP support in PPPoE client, starting with v3.10.

PPPoE client “interface” property has been changed to “interfaces”, and new property in status (monitor) has been added - “active-links”.

Active-links shows how many links are active (bundled together). To enable Multilink PPP, simply specify multiple interfaces in “interfaces” property, it will bundle them together, if PPPoE server allows that.

**New RouterBOARD 433AH**

The RB433AH is a more powerful version of the standard RB433. The 128MB DDR will be capable of supporting new RouterOS features coming.

The microSD slot supports an additional memory card that can be used for a Dude database and other features to be announced in during Spring ‘08.

The 680MHz CPU, that can be overclocked to 800MHz, with a 64KB/32KB instruction/data cache is probably the fastest CPU used in low cost wireless access points.

The RB433 and RB433AH replace the RB133 and RB333 positions of our product line.